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QUESTION 1

Examine the RMAN command: 

RMAN> CONFIGURE ENCRYPTION FOR DATABASE ON; 

RMAN> BACKUP DATABASE PLUS ARCHIVELOG; 

Which prerequisite must be met before accomplishing the backup? 

A. The password for the encryption must be set up. 

B. Oracle wallet for the encryption must be set up. 

C. All the table spaces in the database must be encrypted 

D. Oracle Database Vault must be enabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three are true about requirements for various FLASHBACK operations? (Choose three.) 

A. FLASHBACK transaction query requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in
time. 

B. FLASHBACK drop requires that the RECYCLEBIN parameter be set to ON. 

C. FLASHBACK version query requires that the RECYCLEBIN parameter be set to ON. 

D. FLASHBACK DATA ARCHIVE requires undo to store all versions of all rows of a table being tracked. 

E. FLASHBACK drop requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in time. 

F. FLASHBACK version query requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in time. 

Correct Answer: BDF 

A is incorrect. Although the statement "FLASHBACK transaction query requires undo" is true, it is asking to retrieve all
versions of a row instead. The correct answer should be F which is FLASHBACK version query to retrieve versions
between two point in time from undo. 

A. FLASHBACK transaction query requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in
time. 

F. FLASHBACK version query requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in time. 

Reference: https://books.google.com.pk/books?id=0iwrL9P25Z0Candpg=PA35andlpg=PA35anddq=FLASHBACK
+transaction+query+requires+undo+to+retrieve+all+versions+of+a+row+that+existed+between+two +points+in +timean
dsource=blandots=MJnYl5CZ1uandsig=ACfU3U0dWP-
NPdU8uu3zbaoi3YZzT0FTQandhl=enandsa=Xandved=2ahUKEwigi5_Jl9joAhXzUBUIHUh4DksQ6AEwAnoECAsQJg
#v=onepageandq=FLASHBACK%20transaction%20query%20requires% 20undo%20to%20retrieve%20all%
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20versions%20of%20a%20row%20that%20existed%20between%20two%20points%20in%20timeandf=false
https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18283_01/server.112/e17120/tables011.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

Which are three of the steps taken by Database Configuration Assistant (DBCA) to clone a remote pluggable database
(PDB) starting from Oracle 19c? 

A. creating a database link from CDB$ROOT in the local database to the PDB in the remote system that is to be cloned 

B. creating a database link from CDB$ROOT in the local database to CDB$ROOT in the remote system that is to be
cloned 

C. creating a new empty PDB in the local database from PDB$SEED 

D. creating a database link from CDB$ROOT in the remote database to be cloned to CDB$ROOT in the local database 

E. automatically dropping the database link to the remote database if it already exists 

F. creating a database link from CDB$ROOT in the remote database to the PDB in the local database 

G. opening the cloned PDB 

Correct Answer: BEG 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two are true about instance recovery? (Choose two.) 

A. It is not possible if an archived log is missing. 

B. It is performed automatically after the database is opened; however, blocks requiring recovery are not available until
they are recovered. 

C. Setting FAST_START_MTTR_TARGET to a lower value reduces instance recovery time by causing dirty buffers to
be written to disk more frequently, thereby reducing the number of I/Os needed during instance recovery. 

D. It is performed by the Recovery Writer (RVWR) background process. 

E. Setting FAST_START_MTTR_TARGET to a higher value reduces instance recovery time by causing the log writer to
write more frquently, thereby reducing the number of I/Os needed during instance recovery. 

F. It is performed automatically while the database remains in MOUNT state. Then the database is opened. 

Correct Answer: CF 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You plan to create a database by using the Database Configuration Assistant (DBCA), with t he following specifications:
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Applications will connect to the database via a middle tier. The number of concurrent user connections will be high. The
database will have mixed workload, with t he execution of complex BI queries scheduled at night. 

Which DBCA option must you choose to create the database? 

A. a General Purpose database template with default memory allocation 

B. a Data Warehouse database template, with t he dedicated server mode option and AMM enabled 

C. a General Purpose database template, with the shared server mode option and Automatic Memory Management
(AMM) enabled 

D. a default database configuration 

Correct Answer: C 
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